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ABSTRACT 
This project paper concern the law on Baby Dumping in Malaysia. We have also 
compared with the United States that use Safe Haven Law for baby dumping cases. 
Besides discussing on the application of the law on baby dumping, it also discussed on 
the problems and current situations of baby dumping in Malaysia. This project paper 
also touch on Baby dumping in Namibia. 
This project paper is divided into five chapters, which are the introduction of baby 
dumping, current situation of baby dumping, the law on baby dumping in Malaysia, 
baby dumping law in other country which is the overview and lastly, the conclusion 
and recommendation on this topic. 
This project paper is to give an overview on the law of baby dumping in Malaysia 
compare to other country which is United States. This project paper also prepared to 
redress lacuna in law of baby dumping in Malaysia by adapting Safe Haven Law as 
applying in United States. 
Malaysia use Penal Code for cases on baby dumping. The Child Act 2001 (Act 611) 
regarding the rights o f the Child. However, United States applying the Safe Haven Law 
regarding baby dumping is also applicable. The United States Safe Haven Law is 
effective in reducing baby dumping by looking at the minimum number of baby 
dumping cases in United States when applying this Safe Haven law. This project paper 
will provide recommendations as to reduce baby dumping cases. 
Hopefully that this project paper will be beneficial to readers as well as to raise 
awareness among teenagers and society towards baby dumping. 
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